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Allocation and Growth Effects of
Corporate Income Taxes

- Some Experiments in Quantification on a Micro-to
Macro Model of the Swedish Economy l

Gunnar Eliasson and Thomas Lindberg

l. INTRODUCTION

Taxes can be used directly to affect the composi

tion and volume of dernand and supply since they

place a wedge between supply and demand prices.

This is widely recognized in professionaI Ii tera

ture.

By affecting supply and demann, prices are also

indirectly affected through market feen hacks

across markets and over time. This has haroly been

recognized in proportion to i ts potential impor

tance in a oynamic market allocation process. To

some extent this may depeno on the prevalent lIse

of comparative static models in the analysis of

allocation effects. A satisfactory analysis of

oynamic efficiency requires a disequilibrium speci

fication of the market processes, ana an explicit

representation of oecision-makers' response to

changing price signals. Four aspects in particular

have to be recoqnized: ( l) How do agents inter

pret current prices (expectations)? (2) How fast

l This paper is a first step in a more ambitions
project, starten at the IUI some time aga, en
titlen: Profitability, Taxation and Growth.
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and with (3) how large steps do decision-makers

respond to these expectations? (4) How are differ

ent markets interlinked?

Misallocation effects may be multiplied by tax

wedges when exogenous shocks put the pricing mech

anisms substantially out of equilibrium. In a

dynamic theoretical setting one may talk about

disequilibrium and instability as related con

cepts. Dynamic allocative efficiency will be inter

preted here as "getting on to and staying suffi

ciently close to the highest possible steady

growth path". This is partly discussed in Ysander

(III: 6), and will be elaborated further in this

paper.

The theme of the paper is: How is the structural

adjustment process affected by corporate income

taxes? To answer this question we have to design a

set of relevant market scenarios as well as a set

of different tax regimes.

The paper begins wi th a discussion of the rate of

return requirement in the investment allocation

process. Do tax benefits drive the required return

down with less or more long run growth as a conse

quence? Section 3 brie fly introduces the micro

maero simulation model --the analytical tool. Em

phasis is on those parts of the model that are

important in this context. As in all empirical

research, design of measurements or experiments

are crucial --a problem dealt with in section 4.

Lack of space and time made i t necessary to limit

the market change scenarios to permanent changes

in relative prices of varying speed. These were
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the ones believeo to be relevant for the post

1973/74 oi1 crisis perioo. l Several fiscal n.epre

ciation regimes are superimposeil on these market

scenarios. Hence both taxes and the cornpeti tive

situation are varied. l~e will therefore also be

able to analyze the consequences of market change

during a given tax regime.

Problems related to erratic market prices and un

stable supply structures as a consequence of large

and fast changes in market condi tions are' ~iscus

sen in section 5. The paper finally concluoes by

returning to the rate of return - 'rate of growth

relationship and how tax wenges affect it. Such a

matter cannot he investigated empirically without

access to micro firrn information. This is where

the micro-to-macro model clearly shows a compara

tive advantage.

The micro to macro model of the Swedish economy2

developed at the IUI provides a convenient, numeri

cally specified "theorylI to analyze dynamic alloca

tion problems in a business taxation context. All

l Recent IUI research innicates that very large
ann permanent relative price changes hetween sec
tors are rare if you allow for a sufficiently long
time period. Hence it wouln be interesting to
complernent the results reported here with a series
of large hut transient relative price changes,
that return to original posi tions after a period
of varying lenqth.

2 Eliasson, G., with Olavi, G. and Heiman, H.
(1976b) ilA Micro-to-Hacro Interactive Simulation
Model of the Swedish Economy - Pre1iminary Docu
mentatian. Il Economic Research Report RIS, Feoera
tion of Swenish-Indtistr-ies-.·--sfockhöliTI;-and Elias
son, G., ed. (1978), A Micro-to-r,~acro Model of the
Swedish Economy, IUI Conf'ere'nce--Reports;-1978:1-:
TIUif--StoCkh-öiTn-19 78.
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four aspects of stability mentioned above are e"x

plicitly covered in the model. As the model stands

now it has not been fully calibrated ano several

tests and estimatians remain before one can talk

of the simulations as quantified results on the

Swedish economy. The important thing is, however,

that it forces the investigators to think in dyna

roie terms when analyzing the allocation problems

associated with the eorporate income tax system.

As theoretical resul ts from a market baseö eeono

roic system like the Sweciish economy they should,

however, be eonsidere~ quite realistie. In this

particular model version and experimental setting

there is one misspecifieation that has to be kept

in mind. The individual firm diviöend decision is

not yet fully integrated with the investment neci

sion, an erroneous feature that it shares with

mueh theory on the matter. We will take great care

to formulate our results with this in mind.

It will be demonstrated here that the öynamic

misalloeation effects of the corporate income tax

system may be sizable when markets are substantial

ly out of equilibrium and short term relative

priee moveJTlents are unreliable indicators of long

term price movements, but the interpretation of

these effects may turn out somewhat surprising.

One particular price variable affected by the tax

wedge, that is stuöieo in our simulations, is the

rate of return requirement of the individual firm.

The effects on investment from the faster than
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economically motivated fiscal depreciation scheme

now prevalent in most industrial nations can be

expressed in at least two different ways. Speeded

up fiscal write offs create hidden tax credits

that can be regarded as interest free borrowing.

Since there is no competitive alternative because

of the tax wedge, the cost of capital is lowered.

Hence, borrowing and more investment will be econo

mically motivated. Alternatively one can say that

the firm lowers i ts cut off rate on the margin

until expected returns to investment meet the mar

ginal supply price of funds. This in turn is de

pendent on the expected return to the investment

itself, since there are no other competing alterna

tives due to the tax wedge. In a neoclassical,

static equilibrium setting the two formulations

come to the same, since the rate of return require

ment appears in the cost of capital expression and

is equal ex ante and ex post. The rate of return

is lowered ex post as firms increase investments

each period.

Several allocation aspects have to be considered •

For each given set of future price rays the lower

ing of the supply price of funds, through speeded

up fiscal depreciations may increase. the rate of

investment through plough back (a volume effect).

For each given set of future price rays there may

also be an alternative allocation of the same
---_._--~---_..- ---,-_._-----

volume of investment among firms that creates a

larger capacity increment. This allocation is, how

ever, blocken by the tax wedge between the supply

price of funds of the firm to the outside market
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and the indigenous oemand price of the firm of its

own funds. Figure 1 does not reject the hypothesis

that a misallocation of investment resources may

have taken place in Sweden ouring the postwar

period.

There is, however, also a third possible source of

the misallocation of funds demonstrateo in

Figure l, that requires a truly dynamic theory of

allocation to eapture, namely rnis~~vestment on the

basis of erroneous anticipations on the part of

the firm about future priees and/or an overly slow

phasing out of old capacity made unprofitable

through relative price change. If production is

maintained at low profit plants or in subsidizeo

loss operations the economy at large loses the

extra output that locked in labor could have pro

duced elsewhere.

The micro-to-macro model allows us to analyze

these three effects. Some preliminary experiments

on this model will ada to the discussion in some

papers already presented at this meeting, particu

larly those on the cost of capital effects of

corporate income taxation (e.g. Bergström-Söder

sten; 111:5 and 111:7). The effects of initial

productivity and profitahility oistributions

aeross firms l and their development during the

structural adjustment process can be studied

during the simulations. The tax change, t~rough

rate of return requirements ano the resource al

location process between firms, will he explicitly

l As described e.g. in Lindberg, T., "Industrial
profits - their importance and evaluation" in IU~

40 years - The Firm in the Market Economy, IUI
yearhook 1980TAl. -----~------------------
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linked to eeonomie growth over an extended period

of time. This is a typical dynamic market alloca

tion problem very suitable for a miero-to-macro

analysis with explicit, interlinked market process

es, where conventional maero based econometric

teehniques have their obvious limi tations in cla

rifying what is going on. Complex events within

and between firms --through markets-- are not

eoneealed in statistical aggregates in the micro

to-maero approach.

3. THE MICRO-TO-MACRO MODEL

a) A disequilibrium theory

The micro-to-macro model (MOSESl) integrates a
number of firm deeision models through an explicit
market process (the micro-to-macro-to-micro link)
with the entire eeonomy. Several restrictive (un
realistie) ceteris paribus assumptions can be re
moved. This is necessary or at least very desira
ble when studying a II s imultaneous" interactive pro
cess between firms both across the economy and
over time. It allows us to catch and to quantify
very eomplex causal time sequenees in the economy.
As expeeted some unexpected results appear.

The model is based on (l) a variable number of
individual firm, production planning and invest
ment finaneing models, that are (2) integrated
(and aggregated) through explicitly modelled
labor, product and credit markets, all being (3)
constrained wi thin a macro model of the rest of
the economy. The most important exogenous varia
bles besides a) Government policy parameters, are
b) foreign priees (one index for each of the four
industrial markets), c) the foreign rate of inter
est, d) the rate of technical change--embodied in
new investment--and e) totaliabor supply. The
model is a disequilibrium one in the sense that
"markets are not fully cleared and stocks are not

l MOSES for MOdel for Simulating the Economy of
Sweden.
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kept at desired leveIs, and the state of disequi
librium feeds back on total systems behavior
through its effects on relative and absolute
prices. Markets adjust towards an equilibrium
region (or a bounded space) in discrete steps.
Once the economy has reachen this region i t tends
to stay there if not subjected to outside shocks.
Hence, sta~!-lit~eSL~ons would be an appropriate
name as weIl. A business cycle around a steady
state growth path, bounded from above and below in
a number of relevant variables, would be a case in
point. Adjustment steps may be too large, and
overshooting of equiIihrium can occur, something
that in turn unsettIes the equilibrium space to
wards which the next adjustment takes place. l

Hence, the monel has no unique equiIibrium point
(solution) any time. Roughly speaking the model
systern then can be said to be stable in the Liapu
nov sense. 2 However, with the notion of a "bounded
equilibrium region", that is not very small or
infinitesimally small, as Arrow-Hahn (1971) tend
to make it, stability takes on a tru1y empirica1
dimension. How large a part of a production sector
can disappear in 10 years before the term instabil
ity is warranted? The determination of bounnaries
is a "political problem".

'\Te will deliberately keep this somewhat "impre
cise" definition of stability in relation to an
equilibrium region. 1t seems to us empirically
relevant. Furthermore, long run growth is to a
large extent endogenous in the model and depennent
on its stability properties in this sense. 1t is
as will he seen, very difficult to keep the model
economy on a too narrowly bounded equilibrium
growth path, and this fact is an essentiai part of
the dynamic efficiency prohlem, discussed here.

The model has a veryelaborately developeo short
term and long-term supply sine embodied in the

See Ysander~ 111:6 in this·volume.

2 See Arrow, K. and Hahn, F.H. General Competitive
Analysis. San Francisco, 1971, pp.279-284. Perhaps
what"1a- Salle, J. and Lefschetz, s. (Stability by
Lial2.~nov I ~_'pj.r~~.!_Me~hod with ~pli~ation, Acade=
mic Press, New York, 196n- call "practical stabil
ity" is an even hetter definition of the "stabil
ity" concept that is useful for.our analysis.
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individual firm planning process. There is an ex
plici t link from the price ann quantity outcomes
in markets, through profit determination and cash
flows via the rate of return, the rate of interest
and borrowing, to new techniques of production.

Hence productivity 'at the individual firm leve1 is
endogenous and for the who1e model system econornic
growth can be said to be endogenous under an upper
technology constraint. There is another complete
integration between the monetary sector and the
real system aeross produet, labor and financial
markets. This makes the model tru1y dynamic in the
sense that structura1 change is also endogenous1y
determined. The micro model is complete with tradi
tional Leontief input-output and Keynesian aggre
gate demand systems. Thus, price determination änd
income generation are combined in a theoretica1
(a1beit numerical) morlel. 1

The model project requires substantiai data-base
work at the micro level. The regular p1anning
survey2 of the Federation of Swedish Industries
has been designed according to the format of the
model, and the mode1 is currently loaded with data
from the 30 to 40 largest Swedish groups. The idea
is to design a measurement system around financial
decision units and to use the high qua1ity data
that exist at the firm 1eve1 directly for an im
proved understanding of what goes on at the
macro level.

This is one of the primary purposes of the empiri
ca1 part of the mode1 project. Direct observation
of the units of measurement allows the use of very
simple and efficient estirnation techniques at the
micro level. Some of this has been done and rnuch
is under way, but more data-base work has yet to
be undertaken hefore the model has a sufficient
empirical footing.

l A complete description of the mode1 as it stood
in autumn 1977 is found in Eliasson, G. (1978) op
cit. A1so see Eliasson, G., "Competition and
Market Processes in a Simulation Mode1 of the
Swedish Economy", AER 1977:1.

2 Covering ca 80% of output in Swedish rnanufactnr
inge
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b) Some properties of the model

Unt.il recently I most analytical work on the model
has been concerned with sensitivity analysis aimed
at ascertaining the properties of the entire econo
mic system. Even though positive influences on the
model economy (like fiscal or monetary stimuli)
generate normal short-term or medium-term effects,
as in conventional macro-models, reversals take
place sooner or later (cf. the Le Chatelier-Brown
principle). We have consistently found that if
shocks, positive or negative, are large and sudden
enough, they disturb the market signa1ling system
and lead to erroneous investment and production
decisions which cause lasting damage in the form
of lost growth. This has he1ped to clari fy the
restrictive nature of traditiona1 equilibrium as
sumptions. It is interesting to notice that push
ing the economy too fast, too far towards short
term optimum performance (call it "short term equi
1ibrium") tends to produce instabilities • A con
flict between short term (static) allocative effi
ciency and long term dynamic efficiency clearly
exists in the model economy.

Part of the reason for these growth effects is the
long transmission times of price disturbances that
upset the relative price structure ann make it
difficult for individual firms to interpret price
and wage signals in the markets. Most of the prob
lem has to rio with adjustment step size and time
frequency of response at the micro level and the
aeross market linkages, notab~y efficient arbi
trage in the labor market. A brief period wi th
high priees and profits easily changes into wage
drift and a eost crisis that takes years to cor
reet if the initial öisturbanee was strong enough.
Firms grow cautious anti investments are hurt. The
model has exhibi ted good performanee in trae'king
price transmission through the econorny and also
longer term growth rates. l High and irregular in
flation rates that split up relative prices in an
unpredietable fashion have been shown to affect
growth in a decidedly negative way.

c) The investment decision in MOSES

The core process in the experiments is the
unit (i.e. the inciividual firm) investment
sion.

micro
deci-

l See p.71 in Measurement and Economic Theory, lUI
Research program 1978~Stockholm1979.
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A combined capital budgeting, accelerator model of'
the Meyer-Kuh (1957), Eliasson (1969)1 type is
used in the planning systern of the model firm. The
firm ca1cu1ates its cash inflow net of taxes,
interest charges, dividends and mandatory finan
cial requirements from working capi tal accurnula
tion (inventories, trade credits, etc.). The firm
is prepared to add to this cash flow by increasing
its leverage if there is a positive gap between
its internal, nominal rate of return and the cur
rent interest rate. This borrowing function is
crucial for the tax experiments below.

Total internai and external cash inf10ws so calcu
lated determine the upper limits of investment
financing availab1e each period. In the individua1
firm p1anning process management then checks back
at current operating rates. If equiprnent stands
idle new capacity investments are reduced in pro
portion to the degree of capacity utilization. In
the present set up of the MOSES econorny, 2 long
term expansionary expectations are not allowed to
override the short term financing and/or capacity
constraints on investment spending.

This paper is concerned with the macro allocation
(growth) effects of the investment decision at
the firm level. One important set of price varia
bles that guides the a1location process that we
are particularly interested in is the rnarket inter
est, the rate of return requirement in the firm
and the ways by which the corporate income tax
places a wedge between these price variables ann
hence affects the investment allocation process.
As mentioned, there is one sophisticated and one
simple financial investment model at the firm
level. The one we use here is simple in comparison
wi th the sophisticated optimization machinery in

l Meyer, J. and Kuh, E., The Investment Decision-
An Ernpirica1 Study. Cambridge u.s. 1957~ 'Eliasson,
G. , The Credi t Market, Inves'tment Planning and Mo
netary Policy, ( lUr). Uppsala 1969. . -----~----

2 There are current1y two versions of the invest
ment-financing decision. The simpler model describ
ed here and used in the experiments assuroes
.. static expectations" (today is tomorrow for ever)
from the traditional investment literature. The
more e1aborate version (sketcherlin Eliasson, G.,
1976b, op.cit., to be described in a forthcoming
volume) ~llows long range expectations to override
short period expectations when investment plans
are drawn up.
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several other papers in this conference volume,
although it has the comparative advantage of expli
citly tracking the "price-behavioral response-ag
gregate market price" sequences throughout the
entire economy. We have chosen the siMple or naive
version for three reasons. Most important, the
sophisticated firm monel is not vet reany and
testen for empirical use and (quite) expensive to
run on a full scale. Second, we are interesteci in
the allocation effects on the total economic
system of corporate income tax chanqes. This re
quires a relevant, dynamic "sur face" behavior at
the firm level. As long as one can assume approxi
mately that the effects of fine netails in the
firm oecision process cancel at the macro level
and/or that the adaptive expectations and search
behavior postulated for the ~-10SES firm consti tute
good approximations at the firm level, this will
be sufficient. There is in fact (ann thirnly) no

. real evidence to the contrary. However, the re
sults reported on have to be judged with a view
to these imposed a p~~~~i constraints.

For the tax experiments to be carried out below,
we need not concern ourselves wi th the exact for
mulation of this accelerator component in the cash
flow investment function. We only neeo to rememher
that in manipulating the corporate income tax
system the Government affects not only the cash
flows and rate of return ch"aracteristics of firms
directly but also activity levels in the economy
indirectly. This is a typical micro-to-macro and
then macro-to-micro feeoback. So even thouqh not
very large in a short period context, if the para
meter change affects first the investment and then
the cyclical characteristics of the entire eco
nomy, through nemand feeoback, the accelerator
may click in to affect investment and capacity
growth again. We know already from sensitivity
analysis of the total model system that these feed
back effects may cumulate into considerable magni
tudes over time.

In its present form the cash flow-accelerator in
vestment function can be sain to exhibit some an
hoc features when vieweo against the backdrop of
current neoclassical investment theory. However,
it relates back to earlier, Keynesian type invest
ment functions t'l1at have gainen ernpirical support
in macro econometric work and also in direct inves
tigations of capital budgeting ana planninq prac
tices within firms. The latter must naturally be
the overriding information base when building a
micro firm based model.
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d) Corporate income taxes and dividends

The corporate income tax enters the investment
decision process critically in two ways:

1) through tax leakage in dividend
flows,

(or cash)

2) through its effects on rate of return require
ments that affect the propensity to borrow.

Fiscal write-off ru1es in Sweden are relatively
generous. Within broao operating limits it is pos
sible to target a long run dividend policy and to
report income for taxation accordingly.

It is possible to delay dividend increases substan
tially until an increase in operating profits is
1<nown to be of a more permanent nature. Higher
investments in construction, machinery and inven
tories make this easier in the short term, and.
also in the long term if new investments also turn
out to yield a higher return. Likewise, deteriorat
ing profi ts do not have to lead to reduced book
profits and dividends immediately for the same
reasons. Hence, fiscal depreciation rules facili
tate short term stability in dividend pay out
rates. This feature is supported by reported expe
rience and empirical evidence and has to go into
inrlividual firm mode1 specifications. We have thus
incorporated the flexibility allowed for in Swed
ish corporate tax laws wi thout exactly represent
ing all the detailed arrangements provided by in
vestment funds, special deductions etc, which
would have made the fabric of the firm model unne
cessarily complex for our purposes . l More exactly
it is assumed that

1. Firms target a dividend that corresponds to an
empirically estimated real pay out on equi ty (as
shown in the books).

2. The corporate income tax
(somewhat larger than uni ty)
(l and 2) provided that

then is a fraction
of the dividend, all

3. the nominal return to total assets is higher
than a certain lower limit which most firms pass
under normal circumstances. If this return-require
ment is not satisfied,

l This is why we used the term IIrelevant surfacell
behavior in the section before.
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4. no dividends are distributed and taxes are cal
culated as nominal rates on net taxable income.

(The rate of depreciation used here is the general
rate that the law prescribes , a parameter that we
can vary in our experiments.)

5. A general constraint that applies throughout is
that taxes and dividends paid are always less than
or equal to book profits.

6. The tax-dividend relation furthermore, has been
made positively dependent upon the nominal tax
rate, implying that firms will increase the divi
dend pay-out rate in response to a lowering of the
tax rate (and vice versa).

Implicit behind these specifications is the assump
tion that, except in extreme situations, the firm
never runs out of depreciable assets to the extent
that the dividend-tax relationship breaks down.
This is probably a quite acceptable approximation
and to model more fine detail here would detract
attention from our chosen problem and would bring
us right into the intricate mess of tax considera
tions that corporate finance people in most indus
trialized countries have to spend considerable
time on.

These assumptions defining the dividend decision
are crude rules of thumb, albeit therefore not in
contradiction to observation. l There is no reason
to expect that these simplifying specifications
have biased our experiments. We use them until a
better empirical foundation has been obtained.

e) The rate of return requirement

Rate of return requirements appear irnplicitly in
the investrnent process, although they are very
explicit in sh.ort term proöuction planning. The
propensity to borrow depends on the difference
between the nominal after tax return on productive
investments in the firm and in al ternative finan
cial investment opportunities. Hence, the hefore
tax, ex ante rate of return (requirement) can

l The dividend formula is in fact taken directly
from actua1 practice reported on in a Swedish
firm. See Eliasson,G., Business Economic Planning
Theory, Practice and Comparison, John Wiley &
Sons, London etc., 1976a, 'pp. 170-174).
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always be caleulateo as weIl as (of eourse) the ex

post rate of return realized.

The after tax nominal rate of return on net worth

(valueo at replaeement eosts) of a firm ean he

shown to be: l

Kl
RNWT=[(l-T)RNW+Te;DP+RHOBOOK-RHO)NWJ,

v

Tax leverage

where (the before tax return)

Rffi'l = RN + (RN-RI) e B',v
~
financial
leverage

ann

NW
NW-TC

( l )

(2 )

RN
S Kl Kl

(M e Ä)-(RHO e ~)+(DP e ~) (3 )

M

S
T
RJ~

RI

DP
RHOBOOK
RHO
Kl
A

B1/IJ
N~v

NWBOOK

Te

Operating gross profit margin in terms
of S
Sales
The nominal tax rate
Nominal rate of return on total assets
Market interest rate (enoogenausly
determinen in the mo~el) -
Priee ehange on investment gooos
Fiscal depreciation rate
Caleulaten eeonomic rate of nepreeiation
Fixed assets at replacement east
Total assets valued aceording to a
replaeement east formula
Total oehts
Net worth = (A - BW)
Net worth as it appears in the books,
i.e. total capital with the fixeo part
valueo at historie eost, less RW
Te (NW-NWBOOK) = hirlnen tax crenit.

The idea behind (l) is that fiscal write offs
(.RHOBOOK) do not reflect the economie rate of
depreciation (RHD) of assets. Henee hiooen reserv
es are aceumulaten ann figure in the "true" ba
lanee sheets of the firm as non-interest hearinq
tax ereoits, and are regaraed as such by firm

lExpressions (2) ann (3)--ealled the
adnitive targeting formula--are Cleriveo
son, G. (1976a), ap. ~~~., pp.292 ff.

separable
in Elias-
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management. Tax crerlits yieln a leverage contribu
tion to the return to equity, in the same way, see
(2), as does borrowing at nn interest rate that is
lower than the return to total assets. The firm
controls the s ize of i ts tax credi ts through i ts
investment decision and its ability to - avoid
losses. 1

While borrowing, and indirectIy investment, are in
turn driven by inter alia the relationship between
RN\vT and RI (see -further below) the pronuction
decision of the individual firm is controlled by
an endogenously targeted value on M. 2

The tax leverage operates by lowering the effec
tive tax rate below the nominal rate T, which
essentially means raising the rate of return above
that with full taxation (= (l-T) RNW) for a
(NB!) given, before tax rate of return. The last
point is the interesting one in this paper. To
what extent can the before tax rate of return he
assumen given in a total mooel context, or how
does the investment c1ecision, that is affected by
rate of return requirements within the firm, and
hence taxes, affect the rate of return on invest
ment?

l This way of defining and interpreting RNWT is of
course slightly ?lrhitrary. We couln alternatively
exclude the potential tax hurden from the aenomina
tor and subtract both the actual ann the potential
tax each year from profi ts in the numerator . In
the longer term the results should be the same. In
the short term, however, this measure coulo behave
erratically during inflationary times. Alternative
ly one could as weIl remove the potential tax from
the asset measure (the denominator) only, ~rguing

that firms feel no "responsibility" to earn a
return on the interest free tax creo i t. This sug
gestion is in fact the one most compatible wi th
our hypothesis about before. tax rate of return
effects of accelerated depreciation, ano quite
testable.

2 See Albrecht, lJ., "production Frontiers of Indi
vinnal Firms in Sweoish Manufacturing 1975 ann
1976 11 in Carlsson-Eliasson-Na~iri (eds); The Impor
tance of Technology ann PerManence of Structur~ in
Industrial Growth, IUI Conference Report 1978:2.
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In formula (1 ) above, the size of the interest
free tax credit in proportion to net worth:

boosts the after tax rate of return by allowing
the firm to earn i ts after tax rate of return net
of this tax credit. Each period new such credit is
generated to the extent that the inflation in
equipment prices plus the rate of fiscal write off
allowerl exceeds the economically motivated depre
ciation of equiprnent (DP + RHOBOOK - RHO). This
calculation abstracts of course from the addi
tional leverage that comes from investing at a
higher return than the interest rate.

The tax leverage can only be exploi ted on invest
ments in depreciable gooas 1 , not on alternative
investments in nominal financial assets. For these
the after tax rate of return would be:

RFAT = (l-T)-RI

where RI is the going interest rate.

(4)

As the business world is now shaped in the HOSES
model the firm borrows to invest, or abstains from
lending its cash flows for two reasons:

(a)It earns a real return on
that is hiqher than what i t
cial investments.

these investments
can earn on finan-

(b) The tax system allows the corporate income tax
to be postponeo. by extenning an interest free
tax cred i t. A tax wedge, so to speak, enters
the decision to allocate cash flows.

The two considerations have to be taken simulta
neously. For instance it might be remunerable to
borrow for investment purposes to exploi t the tax
credit even if the interest rate is higher than
the rate of return realized hefore tax.

Tl1e crucial point now is to allow these considera
tions to affect the horrowing oecision and then

1 An inventory accumulation means even more favor
able tax crenit benefits in Sweden. We abstract
from them in this formal context.
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the investment decision. In the current version
this is done in a fairly crude fashion by simply
assuming:

DBW = a + b • (Rt~vT - (l-T).RI) b > O ( 5)

where DBW is the net rate of change in outstanding
debt. Add the net increase in deht so determined
to net cash inflow from current operations in the
firm less mandatory current capi tal accumulation,
taxes, dividends and interest payments and the
investment budget is obtained. This is the upper
investment spending limit for the period. The cur
rent rate of capacity utilization determines the
extent to which it will be used for investment in
machinery and equipment or added to liquid
assets. 1

First, (5) represents an average profitability cri
terion for the entire firm---hased on returns on
already invested capital that determine the rate
of borrowing. Note, however, that marqinal consi
derations appear very importantly anyhow, since
firms compete with one another for external fi
nance in the monel credi t market, determining the
i n~~~~st ._~~~_CKrJ=iE-t~~='EE~~~s's-: --- ----------- --_._--
Second, (as mentioned) long term considerations
are -oot allowed to override short term considera
tions in the model version used in this paper.

These two objections will be remove0 in oue
course. For the time being this is the analytical
tool we have and the principal long term resu1ts
shou1d be the same. It a1ways pays for the firm to
invest and to gear up through borrowing as long as
(RNWT-(l-T)eRI) is positive even though RN or Rm~

decreases in the process. In this sense the invest-
ment function incorporates marginal rate of return
considerations.

l Much along the lines hypothesized anct empirical
ly tested in Eliasson, G. (1969), op. cit.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

We have subjected the firms to combinations of

three different market environments and two fiscal

depreciation regimes.

The market environment reference base case is de-

scribed by historie relative and absolute price

chanqe from 1968 to 1976 as shown in Figure 2, ano

then a continuation of trends through l qR7 (" sta

ble market environment II ) •

In one market scenario we pivot relative prices

more in favor ·of investment goo<is inoustries (ap

plying a linear transformation during a four year

period beginning in 1969) subjecting the raw Mate

rial sector to stronger competitive pressure from

abroad (lI s 1ow pivoting" ). Throughout this scenario

absolute export price change is the same as in the

base case above. Only relative export prices

change. l

In another (volatile) market scenario we pivot

relative prices much fa~!.~~ (i. e. the transforma

tion is completed within one year) against raw

material producers ("fast pivotinqtl). The change,

however, <ioes not begin unti1 1974, immediately

af ter the extreme raw materials price hike in

Sweden 1973/1974. Again the absolute export price

development is kept the same.

l Note from Figure 2 that the improvement in rela
tive prices for engineering (i.e. the investment
gooos industries) is broken in the RO t s. rrhis, of
course, only reflectA the fact that <iue to earlier
improvements, engineering is now the largest
sector, and relative prices should ten<i towards
index 100 as the sector approaches 100 percent of
manufncturing.
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As for fiscal write-offs, we have assumed the

average lifelength of total fixed assets to be 4

and 20 years respectively compared to 7 years on

the average in the reference case.

In a first ~eries of two experiments we accele

rate and slow down fiscal depreciation rates

around the reference case with a stable relative

price environment assumed.

In a second ~seri~~ of two experiments we do

exactly the same for the slow relative price pivot

ing.

And in a third C series of experiments we do the

same for the fast relative price pivoting (the

volatile market environment), except that we also

add an experiment, com.bining the fiscal regimes .

In the slow depreciation case we repeated the

experiment as before during the pivoting up to

1974, but with faster fiscal depreciation after

1974. This was to see whether more generous cash

flows in engineering industries with a bright

future (and raw materials now basically out of

business) would speed up growth. /

For the discussion to follow the reader should

note that the strong inflationary wave in 1973-74

is followed--as in rea1i ty--by a strong hut tem

porary improvement in the relative price trend for

raw materials (see Figure 2).

The reference case run used for comparison begins

in 1968 and covers a statistical history of 9
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Figure 2. Relative export prices 1950-1987
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years before it enters the future. It runs along

historically known exogenous data to begin with

and then on a trend projection. The model version

used (being ready in mid-1978) traces historical

trends and inflation rates weIl, however not so

weIl for cyclical macro behavior. Besides , there

are slight differences between actual and simulat

ed intersectoral growth rates that take on siz

able proportions towards the end of the 20 year

simulations that we perform here. 1

The set of trend projections of exogenous data

does not represent arealistic forecast --the

recent IUI medium-term assessment of the Swedish

economy (from which Figure l has been fetched)

projects a rather stronger expansion of engineer

ing industries and a faster contraction of raw

materials. Quantified effects from the simulation

runs have been scale-adjusted and presented with

reference to the above mentioned 1968-1987 base

and is shown in Figures 5A to 5G. This allows us

l Because of the logics of the model they most
probably depend on inconsistencies between (l) exo
genous export prices used and national accounts
statistics and/or (2) inconsistencies in the in
put/output structure and the composi tian of total
demand as calculated by the model and/or in the
(3) exogenous assumptions on relative technical
change in the various sectors. Since we do not
want to tamper wi th the official macro data bases
--put together under frustration and effort-
until we know better, we have chosen to experiment
with the technical assurnptions arrived at by Carls
son, B. and Olavi, G. ("Technical change and the
longevity of capital in a Swedish simulation
model" in Eliasson, G. (ed), 1978 ~. cit.) So
far, however, we have not succeeded in fine tuning
sectoral changes to our satisfaction. On this
score we are looking forward to the implernentation
of a new rnicro-firm data base that shouId irnprove
things considerably.
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to campare simulations with time series material

all the way back to 1950. 1 These are our results:

Experiment series A (stable market environment

(= REF»):

Lowering the rate of fiscal write off from 7 to 20

years (it is still above the calculated economic

rate of some 30 years, used in the model) slows

down investment spending in industry considerably

(Figure 3A) to approximately 75% of the level in

the reference case for some 10 years. Thereafter

bottlenecks in the productian system, and a gene

ral increase in prices generate an investment boom

for several years. Accelerating fiscal write-offs

from 7 to 4 years increases investment spending

somewhat throughout the whole period.

Industrial output, however, is affected quite dif

ferently, depending upon which of the two scena

rios we play, (Figure 4). For the first 5 to 8

years there is an increase in output compared to

the reference case in both runs. In the expansive

fiscal case this occurs through a demand effect

via increased investment spending, and in the

tightened fiscal case through a more efficient

utilization (111) of existing capacity. Profit mar-

l The assumption implici t in Figures 3 to 7 is
that effect time profiles do not depend on the
same specifications that produce erroneous cycli
cal behavior. We do not argue that it is alto
gether acceptable to do so. Several years of expe
rience with calibrating the micro-to-macro model
do, however, suggest this assumption. See for in
stance the article on estimation by Eliasson,
G. and Olavi, G. (pp.95-l01) in Eliasson (1978,
op.cit.). If we abstain from drawing conclusions
from--the diagrams on year to year changes but
rather look at longer term changes there should be
no problem.
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gins are coming down but rates of return are main

tained because of a more efficient utilization of

capacity. More resources are freed for private

consumption. This is, however, a transitionai

phase that reverses itself in the second decade of

the simulation (see below).

\~en we look at the allocation pattern between

sectors the process gets more involveo and inter

esting. (See Figures SA-G).

First of all it is interesting to note how loosely

correlated investment spending and proouction is

in the short term at both sector and total indus

try levels.

Second, the allocation effects from varying write

off times compared to the reference case are as

expecteo on the investment side although they are

small. Accelerating fiscal write-offs increase the

relative share of investment that goes to raw

materials to begin with. In the longer term the

effects cancel and vice versa for slowing down

fiscal write-offs.

In the slow fiscal write off scenario total invest

ments have been lowered in the first decade. Firms

therefore have to cope with less and less modern

machinery and somewhat higher wage levels . They

respond in the seconrl nncade by reducinq output to

maintain or increase profitability. This is not

necessary in the accelerated fiscal write-off

case.

the

in the

We can

"statie"

learn from this that

allocation story holds

traditional

short run
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(up to 5-7 years) but then has to be modified in

several ways.

Experiment series B (SLOW Price PIVOT):

When relative prices are pivoten slowly in favor

of engineering industries (comparen to the base

case) a slight initial, extra investment spending

period in the raw material sector can be observed

(Figure SA) due to a temporary raw materials cycli

cal improvement in 1969/70. The relative cyclical

price improvement in 1973/74 is however removed in

this case. The deteriorating competitive situation

cuts into profits very fast to offset the misal

location effect on investment on the basis of past

profits. (Figures 2, SA and SE). The raw materials

sector then gradually fades away for some 10

years. Wi th a slower fiscal wri te-off, investment

spending in the raw material sector is curtailed

somewhat faster. The waste of investment resources

in the raw material sector due to generous fiscal

write-offs, however, does not seem to mean much 

contrary to the traditional view. Generous fiscal

wri te-offs help the expanding engineering sector

even more in the longer (beyond 5 year) run and

this is most clearly seen in both total ann rela

tive investment and output levels (Figures 3A, 4

and SA).

Hence, while static allocative efficiency seems to

have improved in the short run through a tighten

ing of fiscal depreciation rules, bottlenecks in

capacity develop after some time, instabilities

are generaten and a sudden investment hoom to
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replace capaci ty is starten up around years 8 to

la. The very strong di fferences in the investment

cycle generated by the fiscal parameter change are

clearly demonstrated in Figure 3A. The interesting

thing is, however, that it takes so long (Figure

4) for the effects to show in output in all experi

ments. Table l illustrates this in compact form.

In fact, looking at the first la years only may

suggest a conclusion that is entirely wrong. By

tightening up fiscal depreciation rules investment

can be reduceo by 25% with no loss in output for

the first la years.

Even more important, however, seems to be that

expanding firms in the engineering sector do not

growas fast because of less generous fiscal sti

mulus. One may perhaps conc1ude that long run

dynamie efficiency has not improved or that a

tight fiscal policy vis-a-vis firms has raised the

discount rate and shortened the planning horizon,

producing less growth in the long rune

As in the A series of experiments, accelerated

fisca1 write-offs also here 10wer the real rate of

return on total assets in the long run--and vice

versa. This is, however, not the whole thing. A

most interesting feature of the real world appears

when relative prices are pivoted against raw mate

riaIs. In the early 80 I s, firms in the raw mate

rial sector are beginning to feel the competitive

pressure to the extent that severa1 of them c10se

down, since they cannot produce at acceptable

profit rates. Earlier, the expanding engineering

sector han not been able to employ peop1e at the

rate oesireo without pushing up wages at the ex

pense of its own profitability performance. With
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several large raw material producing firms leaving'

the market, labor is freed for employment in the

engineering sector. These firms take off at a fast

rate and at general wage increases, that are slow

enough not to eliminate incentives to invest and

grow, as was the case in the A-series. The impor

tance of strong competition between the "old II and

the "new" industries in factor markets is vividly

illustrated in a quite Schumpeterian fashion.

Output shoots above the base case in the second

decade of the simulation. (Figures 3a and 4 anö

Table 1). The total allocation effect hence is

very large, and this simulation illustrates that

the waste accomplished through mistaken investment

decisions themselves may be small or negligible.

The real social and private waste occurs when

production continues in the relatively inferior

production plants. Labor is locked in there at

market wages, which the plant is able to pay as it

is run down gradually at a slight return above

current costs. A somewhat higher overall wage

level than otherwise is maintained and expanding

firms cannot easily attract labor with generous

wage offers without generating wage drift that

endangers their own expansion plans. This deprives

the entire economic system of a larger output from

the same labor elsewhere. If so, a fast deteriora

tion of the competitive position of such firms, to

the extent that they are forced to shut öown, will

produce a higher II social return II than agradual

deterioration that allows inferior firms to keep

producing until they fade away, due to dwindling

financial resources to invest.

There are three additional qualifications to this

conclusion. The first one is political. The govern-



Table l. Investment and output effects of fiscal experiments in manufacturing
In percent of reference base case (= 100) on the average

Investment Output Raw material output Number of firms
1<J68-77 1968-87 1968-77 1968-87 1974 1977 1987 closed downa

A-EXPERIMENTS
Base case, with
fast write-off 110 110 104 103 100 102 110 O

Base case, with
slow write-off 73 105 100 97 99 97 128 O

B-EXPERIMENTS
Slow price pivoting,
with fast write-off 123 123 104 109 89 74 81 Il

Slow price pivoting, ~
o

with slow write-off 75 - 100 - 94 76 - O \.O

C-EXPERIMENTS
Fast price pivoting
with fast write-off 110 102 104 102 100 99 64 12

Fast price pivoting
with slow write-off
until 1987 73 128 99 102 98 93 58 7

Fast price pivoting
with slow write-off
through 1973,
then fast 87 132 100 104 98 94 50 9

a All in raw material sector and after 1980. Initial number of firms in each sector is 15.
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ment may step in with a social welfare program for

dying firms as it has done in Sweden during the

last few years, and in other countries like France

and England for many years. Then the beneficial

allocation effects will be further delayed (or

disappear) and output will be lost in the long

rune There has not been time and money for simulat

ing the Swedish government subsidy program on the

model yet, but such an experiment is certainly

feasible.

Second, if the relative price change is too sudden

and too strong, market prices throughout the eco

nomy may be thrown out of equilibrium to the

extent that instabilities develop that hurt growth

more than what is achieved through the improved

allocation discussed above. The relative price pi

voting in export markets assumed in the B set of

the experiments was not enough to force the model

economy into such an unstable situation.

Third, it may be argued that labor thrown out of

their jobs, nevertheless will not move to the new

jobs being offered. Geographical distance, that is

not explicit yet in this model, may be one reason.

This feature of real life can be said to be cover

ed in a somewhat crude way in the current model

version. The labor market search pattern and wage

response parameters of labor and firms allow a

quite realistic wage level differentiation to de

velop between firms in those simulations that best

capture postwar Swedish economic development. This

may be interpreted as partly due to labor immobil

ity because of geographical distance etc. If unem

ployed labor would be 100 percent deprived of

income it certainly would move to a job offered .
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Each period, each member of the labor force has a

weIl nefined IIreservation wage ll
~ when on a job

his/her current wage plus allmobility threshold",

that can be varied ~ when unemployed an unemploy

ment benefit amounting to a fraction (here 60

percent) of the averaqe wage in manufacturing.

Labor moves voluntarily when offered a wage higher

than his/her reservation wage. The objection then

is not really that geographical distance etc. sug

gests other, hi~~~~ reservation wages--they can be

changed in a new series of experiments if ,somebody

comes up with better empirical information than we

have. The point is that if labor does not move to

accomplish a more efficient allocation they have

been stirnulated to stav where they are by a com

bination of taxes, subsidies and unemployment bene

fi ts. The al1ocation in the experiments reported

here has been accomplished on a parameter speci

fication that seems to be quite good for the post

war Swedish economy. The experiments sugqest that

you can improve that allocation by varying the

tax-subsidy and even unemp10yment benefit parame

ters that stimulates labor move.

5. STABILITY AND TAXES--THE OP'rIMUM SPEED----_._.._.._-,_ ...__._- -_ .._---'.__ ..-_..._-_ .._..__ .- ----
OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE

Profitable firms trying to expann in experiment

series A with generous fiscal treatment tended to

drive up wages (overshooting) and imperi1 their

own profitability position if expanning too rapid

ly. The business situation for expansive firms was

dramatically improved when relative prices were

pivoten in the B series of simulations, favoring
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engineering firms ann forcing several raw material

firms out of business, making labor availahle for

expanding firms in the process. Stability in the

market price system and of total economic develop

ment was increased here. However, a typical charac

teristic of the micro-macro modell is that when

price change gets faster and stronger, feen back.

effects through the entire· economy may create -.a

öifferent type of instability. The production

structure cannot adjust fast enough, but the speeii,~

en up adjustment makes market prices irregular,

jumpy and difficult to interpret by the firms. In

earlier versions of the model, loaded only with

synthetic firms, inter-firm variation in productiv

ity was very small- there was so to speak only a

very thin Salter tail of relatively low perform;..

ance firms--and almost an entire sector could

close down in a few years from a sudden relative

price change. The curtaileii domestic supplies and

the new labor market situation that followen

kic~en the economy into an entirely new state,

which in turn changeo the price structure drasti

cally, etc.

This time half the data hase consisten of real

firms, and even though some essential, individual

firm information was still of a synthetic nature

at the initial year 1967, hetween firm pronuctiv

ity variation was much larger. Hence the systems'

effects were not as dramatic as they han been·

earlier.

l See Eliasson, G., "Experiments with Fiscal
Policy Parameters on a Mirco-to-Macro Model of the
Swedish Economy" in Haveman-Hollehbeck (eds): Mic
roeconomic Simulation Monels for Public Policy
An~[i~[~,--A"c-äcfem:lc-"Press-198Cf:'- - - .-----.-.------ -.-..-----~
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The critical stability issue this time has to do

with the rate of structural change policy makers

are willing to absorb. One may say that. the C

series is similar to the Sweoish policy response

during the 1973/74 oil price shock. Raw material

prices were allowed to be transmitted through the

economy and be folioweö by a strong surge of wage

drift as absolute prices leveled out unexpectedly

in 1975 and after, mainly throuqh a strong drop in

raw material prices. The effects are dramatic in

the model experiments. Raw material producers

invest and expano through 1974 and then everything

suddenly collapses with the sector (almost all

firms) practically disappearing during the 80's.

The instability created has to do with the speed

of disappearance, of a large sector, employing in

1974 some 20 percent of the entire lahor force in

industry, to something quite insignificant, a

little more than 10 years later (see Figure Se).

The interesting thing is what this means to the

rest of manllfacturing ann what rlifference rleprecia

tion rules make.

The first thing to note is that generous deprecia

tion rules turn out to be a killing experience for

the raw material sector. Firms invest (see Figure

SA) and expano too fast, only to go bankrupt when

the market price si tuation sundenly turns arouno.

Gnly three firms of 15 are left at the end of the

simulation. Other sectors benefit from releasen

labor and slower wage increases, but total inClus

try output remains helow that in the matching R

run, when prices turneo against raw materials ear

lier and at a slower rate. Thif; misallocation due
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to a too fast adjustment of productian structure

cannot be made up for in 15 years.

Next, when depreciation rules are tightened up

investment slows down in all sectors during the

first decaoe. Obviously, this means very little

for output, even though investment is reduced sub

stantiaily. It saves several raw material produ

cers from overexpansion and close down in the

80's (only seven close down compared to 12 in the

earlier run). In this way the raw material sector

contributes to growth while other sectors, notably

investment goods industries, finn time to catch

up. Output in total manufacturing, as weIl as raw

material production, throughout the 20 year period

is in fact higher than in the scenario with gener

ous fiscal write-offs.

It may be of interest to ask which tax regime

gives the hest results--the optimum rate of struc

tural adjustment given full knowledge of the

market scenario. It appears that results in terms

of growth in output are much improvea when fiscaI

depreciation rules are kept tight until the raw

material boom is over in 1974 and then accelerated

for the rest of the period. However, the extra

output gain during the second c1ecade is costly in

terMS of investment, presumably because of the

drastic intersectoral change that takes place.

Some further micro detail is worth observing. In

the earlier experiments relatively profitable raw

material producers locked up labor resources and

kept engineerinq firms from expanding <luring the

first half _ of the simulation period. NO\fJ tight

fiscal rules have kept raw material firms from
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close down. The result is a higher

throughout the 20 year periorl than

experiments ann in particular ouring

year period. There obviously cannot

betweencorrespondenceone-to-one

expanding nuring that perio0. When the market

turns decisively in favor of the engineering

sector from 1974 ann onwarns, there is enough

labor for firms in that sector to expann wi thout

strong wage drift. With more generous fiscal depre

ciation rules they expand employment so heavily

that they nrive up wages to such an extent that

two additional raw material producers have to

tot.al output

in all other

the seconn 10

be a simple

profitabilitv

and growth at the macro level. The reallocation of

resources between firms that enhances output reduc

es rates of return in high performance, rapidly

expanding firms ana vice versa, leavinq very

little of stability in a macro relationship.

6. PROFITABILITY AND TAXES

The allocation effects of the fiscal depreciation

experiments are also mirrorecl in the hefare tax

returns to capital (see Section 2).

l'he individual firm may overinvest, driving down

the before tax rate of return, while the after tax

rate of return on equity increases because of a

more generous fiscal depreciation rule (series A),

or it may invest too much in the wrQng mar'ket for

the same reasons, driving clown all rate of return

measures (series R and C).

An expansive sector heing further stimulated by

gene rOllS fiscal write-offs may drive up the wage
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level f-or other sectors and hold rates of return

nown there. If market condi tions are suddenly re

versed (C series), the magni tuoe of the earlier

misallocation and the speed with which it is cor

rected, determines the rate of return consequenses

in other sectors and for all inöustry. The faster

low profit firms disappear, the faster overall

profitability recovers. On the whole, the complex

ity of the allocation machinery should warn us not

to expect as clear and transparent conclusions on

the rate of return side as on the growth side in

earlier sections.

lA/e will examine the real rate of return to capital

in all industry, l and each of the two markets raw

materials production (RAW) ann engineering (DUR)-

under the two tax regimes7 under stahle market

conditions (series A) as weIl as when the environ

ment is changing on the price side (series B and

C). Finally, we will exarnine individual firm beha

vior at the micro level.

a. Macro level

In the stable market environment (= A-series of

experiments) an increase or decrease of deprecia

tian allowances leaves profitability almost unaf

fected, when viewed at the total industry level.

(See Figure 67\ and Table 2). As wou la be expected

l The real return to capi tal has been calculateo
with a replaeernent east valuation of the fixed
assets. Nominal capital qains from price increases
on goods in stock have not been subtracted. Capi
tal gains due to relative price changes on invest
ment gooos have also been disregaroed.
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from section 2, a more generous depreciation rate

lowers the before tax return 2% on a yearly basis

through an expansion of investment at lower cut

off rates on the margin, without lowering the

after tax return on net worth. A reouction of the

fiscal write-off rate yields no oiscernihle long

term deviation from the reference case.

with a slowly introduceo price disadvantage for

the RA\v sector in the B-series, the "best" fiscal

policy at the total industry level seems to he the

generous one. In the long run, a rate of return

level 22% above that in the reference case is

attained • Over the first ten-year period an im

provement of 5% can be compared to a deterioration

of 2% in the tight policy alternative. l \.vhen for

eign prices are drastical1y turned around, in the

C series, the situation is reversed. A harsh

fiscal policy leaves all in~ustry 1R% better off

on the rate of return side, instead of 1% as in

the generous case.

In the last experiment on the C-scenarios, we

start wi th afiscai depreciation rate of 5%. Once

raw material firms are "safely on the oownward

side" from 1974 and on, we raise the rate to 25%,

with a view towaras stimulating investments in

profitable growth sectors. One result of this is

much more total output (see Figure 4 and Tahle l).

Compared to the case wi th generous fiscal rules,

the overall allocation of resources has improved a

l Due to practical and cost
latter run was (unfortunately)
than 10 years.

considerations this
not carried further



Table 2. Real return to total capital befare tax

Index 100 = Reference base case.

Scena- Foreign Fiscal Raw materials Engineering Total industry
rio price depre-

develop- ciatian 1968- 1978- 1968- 1968- 1978- 1968- 1968- 1978- 1968-
ment rate 1977 1987 1987 1977 1987 1987 1977 1987 1987

A Neutral 25 % 109 109 109 97 100 99 98 98 98

5 % 105 153 129 86 89 87 96 105 100
I

B Slow 25 % 68 la 39 122 176 149 105 139 122 ~
~

CD
pivoting 5 % 82 - - 105 - - 99

C Fast 25 % 97 23 60 106 164 135 98 105 101

pivoting 5 % 97 20 58 91 166 128 97 139 118

5~25 % 95 21 58 91 168 130 96 121 109

Note: The profitability in the two sectors is expressed in relation to Total industry.
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lot through a elever policy arrangement. Both the

private and the social benefits from this extra

allocation effect are large.

Such action also makes rates of return at the

total industry level increase substantial1y, but

not to the leve1 ohtainea when fisca1 nepreciation

rules were kept tight throughout the entire period

and forceii the firms to economize on capi tal ac

count. The other side of this has already been

observeo in earlier sections. A more generous

fiscal policy stimulateo investment and growth in

engineering. Dernanii for labor increasen as iiin the

wage level, driving rlown before tax returns to

investment slightly throughout industry.

b. Markets and industries

In Figures 5D and SE the shares of total industry

profits represented by the two subindustry groups

are shown. In Fiqures 6B and 6C before tax rate of

return variations arounii the base case are illus

trated. It should be noteii that in the initial

position raw material innustries (RAW) are infe

rior to engineering (DUR) in respect of profitabil

ity, yielding only 65% of the manufacturinq aver

age.

Speeiieii up fiscal oepreciations in the stable

market A-series, improverl the relative rate of

return position of the iiepresserI raw materi~l pro

ducing firms. In the markets for nurahle g000S,

profitahility stayed at the eilrlier level. Behinii

this shift in favor of raw Material producinq

fi rms, we finn an uneven distrihution of invest-
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ment expenses. RAW responded immediateIy and heavi

ly with investments as weIl as with increased

hiring of labor to the tax incentive. Investments

in DUR, on the other hand, were not affected at

all during the first years. The di fferent profit

abili ty posi tions at the beginning thus \vere cru

cial for the decisions to invest and expand. An

investment-boom in DUR did come about, but it was

delayed until the second decade of the simulation.

When nominal rates of return on net worth before

and after tax are compared with those in the refer

ence case, we find that the generous fiscal write

off rules increase the after tax rate of return

relatively more and uniformly in all four indus-

triai markets. This is the typical effect of tax-

leverage from the interest free tax-credit (see

( l ) in section 3 e). This result woulo have been

even more interesting if the model hao allowed for

a third source of finance, namely new issues of

share capital. In the current model version no

stock exchange exists. The only investor watchinq

the rate of return development and comparing it

with alternative investment opportunities, is the

firm itself.

The generous fiscal policy resulteo in the expect

en increase in investments (+10% at the a ll-indu

stry level). Since the lion's share is oirecteo to

the relatively unprofitahle raw material sector in

the first year~, the overall output effect is

l imi ted to an increase of 2. S% ann the return on

total capital to R oecrease of 2%.

Unoer the opposite, tight depreciation regime re

turns to capital in the raw material sector in-
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creases strong1y whi1e they decrease in the invest

ment goods industries. The reason is the depressed

investment cyc1e, generated by the fiscal rules,

throughout industry. It hurts durable goods produ

cers for some 10 years. Then a strong replacement,

investment cycle sets in. The simulation, however,

ends wi th a permanently reduced investment goods

producing sector (DUR).

As a consequence of the gradual favoring of DUR in

the B-series, profits and cash flows fade away

slowly· in the raw materials sector. Faster fiscal

write-offs rnean more investment in that sector

than wou1d otherwise have been the case, but the

stimulus mostly increases investment in the a1

ready expanding DUR-industries. This expansion

worsens the relative competitive situation of raw

material producers even further. During the second

ha1f of the simulation returns to capital in this

sector is down to one tenth of that in the base

case. Durable goods industries totally dominate

the investment scene. 11 out of 15 raw material

firms c10se down in the 80 I S and this fact he1ps

somewhat to 'keep up sector profitabi1ity. Most of

labor migrates to the engineering sector. In 1968,

22.7 and 36.2% of those emp10yed in industry

worked in RAW and DUR respectively. Twenty years

later only 4.2% remains with RAW, whereas 78.3%

earns their living in the durable goods producing

sector.

When relative prices are pivoted rnore strongly

against raw material pronucers after the temporary

profit bonanza in 1973/74 (C-series), the alloea

tian process is disturbed . The rerlistribution of
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real resources is not carried out qui te as smoothO

lyas in the slow pivoting, (B-series), and this

shows most clearly in profitability development,

the generallevei of inflation and the externa1

balance of the country. The restructuring of indus

try in the generous fiscal case does the most

damage to overall profitability (see Tahle 2), and

allocation results, in terms of output, are dismal

compared to the other fiscal alternatives (see

Figure 4). 12 out of 15 firms in the raw material

sector close down. In the tight fiscal case, insuf

ficient investment and capital equipment create,

in the first decade, a general run for labor,

driving wages and domestic prices sky high. A

prolonged profit depression in industry starts due

to deteriorating export margins . l The economy is

on its way back to normal profits and arestored

external balance towards the end of the 20 year

simulation but

above that in

reference case.

c. Micro level

at a price level

the tight fiscal

some 40 percent

and/or the base

and 30 synthetic firms,

four industrial markets.

all firms added up to

flata. We will now take

All experiments describen in this article were

carried out on a model-setting containing 30 real

equally divided on the

Consolioaterl accounts of

sector national accounts

a closer look at these

micro-units in the raw materials prorluction and

engineering inrlustries.

l This coulci have been countereil with a cievalua
tian and more inflation, at least temporarily.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the profitability outcome in

two C-simulations on a firm-by-firm basis, namely

the one wi th a tight fiscal policy throughout and

the one wi th a change to a generous policy after

six years.

Increased foreign competition (through price-pivot

ing) led to a decreasing RAW-sector in both experi

ments. The two scatter-diagrams show only firms

that managed to escape bankruptcy. The number of

RAW-firms has been reduced to one third.

Returns to total capital 1968 and 1979 have been

plotted in Figure 8 for the remaining firms under

the two schemes. The arrows indicate the direction

of the shift, with the head pointing at the "easy

fiscal policy" observation. In general, firms exhi

biting a low rate of return in the first case tend

to stay at that low level also after the change

has taken place (the bottorn-left part of the dia

gram). They seem however (with a couple of excep

tions) to be heading upwards. The oppos i te behav

ior can be said to hold for the initially highly

profitable firms. Their rates of return decline.

This fits our original hypothesis that highly pro

fi table firms inerease their investments because

of fiscal stimulus, to the extent that they drive

down before tax rates of return on the margin •

Firms on the edge of ruin, on the other hand, were

able to consolidate their positions by contracting

output and slowing down investment. The seatter

furthermore leaves the impression that good or bad

"luck", in terms of profits, seem to stay with

firms for a long time in the model, as in reality.

The seatter stays rather elose to the 4So -line.
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Figure 9 reflects the changed relation between

before- and after-tax rate of return on net worth

in the two experiments. Again, the arrow-heads

point in the direction of generous fiscal policy

observations.

All firms experience higher after-tax returns as a

consequence of tax stimulus. However, the most

striking feature is the clustering of firms into

two separate groups wi th entirely di fferent per

formance characteristics. Almost all high-profit

uni ts lower their before-tax rate of return as a

result of the more generous depreciation rules,

while the low-profit units do the reverse. In

fact, we are presented with an explanation to the

drop in profitability in engineering inoustries

observed in Figure 8.

The reason is, of course, a combination of reduced

slack and a contraction of output growth to a

relatively more efficient and profitable produc

tion range of the firms as a result of more com

petition. Part of this is reflected in a movement

of labor out of raw material firms into expanding

engineering firms. We think that this final conclu

sion illustrates one important feature of the

growth process, narn.ely that growth i tsel f affects

factor prices so that they tilt against the grow

ing firms. Endogenous factor price feed back so to

speak operates as a "growth cost factor" that

increases faster than proportionally to growth. It

is then also easy to see that arti ficial price

wedges (like taxes and subsioies) can easily rein

force that mechanism, slowing down both the re

source allocation process and growth, through in

creasing the cost of growth.
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These results finally suggest strongly that one

needs the dynamie representation of arnarket eco

nomy wi th endogenous factor prices and structural

change of the rnicro to rnaera model to conceptua

lize, think about and quantify these mechanisms.
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Investments in Total Manufact~ring, 1968-19A7
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Total Manufacturing Output, 1968-1987
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Figure 5B. Employment in Engineering (DUR) in percent

of Total Manufacturing Employment, 1950~1987
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Figure SF. Value Adden in Engineering (DUR) in percent
of Value Adrled in Total Manufacturing,

1950-1987
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Figure 6A. Rate of Return on Total Assets hetore Tax,

1968-1987. Total Manufacturing
Index 100 = Reference base case
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Figure Ge. Rate of Return to Total Assets hefore rax,

1968-1987. Raw Materials Productian (RAW) in

Relation to Total Manufacturing
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Figure 7. Effective Rate of Taxationa in Total

Manufacturing, 1968-19A7
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Figure 8. Rate of Return to total capital befo~e tax
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Figure 9. Rate of Return on Net Worth before (RWN)
and after(RWNT) Tax 1979
Percent
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